Counterweight
Customizable for Enhanced Comfort and
Reduced Neck Strain
(Open)

This customizable weight management system is designed to
enhance comfort and reduce neck strain particularly when wearing
NVGs. The five removable weights are housed in elastic pockets
that can stretch to fit two weights or one weight and one battery.
The Ops-Core Counterweight easily mounts to the rear of the
helmet with custom anchors using the existing helmet holes with
provided longer ballistic screws, and the VELCRO® brand fastener
attachment ensures motion free and secure positioning. Compatible
with Ops-Core FAST® and Sentry™ Helmets, this durable system
also includes a Chemlight window and Velcro patch for Glint tape for
use with low light IFF. The lightweight system is available in multiple
colors.

(Closed)

KEY FEATURES
Customizable, Stable, Low Profile Design
■■ Customizable weight management system designed to enhance
comfort and reduce neck strain particularly when wearing NVGs.

■■ (5) 70g removable weights and (5) elastic pockets.

Shown here in Urban Tan, the
Ops-Core Counterweight easily
mounts to the rear of the helmet
for motion free secure positioning.

■■ Total weight system is 0.85lbs (385g).
■■ Elastic pockets can stretch to fit (2) weights or (1) weight and (1)
battery (AA, AAA or 123).

■■ Mounts to the rear of the helmet with custom anchors using the
existing helmet holes with longer ballistic screws (provided).

■■ Rear Velcro attachment ensures motion free and secure positioning.
■■ Chemlight window and Velcro patch for Glint tape for use with low
light IFF.

The durable counterweight
system enhances comfort and
reduces neck strain particularly
when wearing NVGs.

■■ Durable construction.
■■ Compatible with Ops-Core FAST and Sentry Helmets.
■■ Currently available in urban tan, foliage green, and black.

Contact Us
Ops-Core is committed to designing advanced performance capabilities for the elite warrior. For more information regarding the Ops-Core Counterweight, contact us today. The Ops-Core
Counterweight is controlled for export by the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (EAR) 15 CFR 730-774. The export of this counterweight and related technical information requires prior
authorization from the U.S. Government.
OPS-CORE INC.

Marine Industrial Park 12 Channel Street

Boston, MA 02210 Tel: 617.670.3547 Fax: 617.670.3581 sales@ops-core.com

www.ops-core.com
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